Abstract Kernel-based machine learning approaches are gaining increasing interest for exploring and modeling large dataset in recent years. Gaussian process (GP) is one example of such kernel-based approaches, which can provide very good performance for nonlinear modeling problems. In this work, we first propose a grey-box modeling approach to analyze the forces in cross country skiing races. To be more precise, a disciplined set of kinetic motion model formulae is combined with data-driven Gaussian process regression model, which accounts for everything unknown in the system. Then, a modeling approach is proposed to analyze the kinetic flow of both individual and clusters of skiers. The proposed approaches can be generally applied to use cases where positioned trajectories and kinetic measurements are available. The proposed approaches are evaluated using data collected from the Falun Nordic World Ski Championships 2015, in particular the Men's cross country 4×10 km relay. Forces during the cross country skiing races are analyzed and compared. Velocity models for skiers at different competition stages are also evaluated. Finally, the comparisons between the grey-box and black-box approach are carried out, where the grey-box approach can reduce the predictive uncertainty by 30% to 40%.
Introduction

Background
Thanks to the emerging technologies in positioning, numerous positioned data are available and open to relevant research topics. Such data are usually analyzed to figure out different aspects that are hidden in the data, and machine learning is often used to explore the data distributions, study dependences between different attributes, provide modeling of patterns and make predictions. One specific use case is in sports, where the positions and kinetic measurements of athletes can be recorded. Such data analytics is crucial for both the coach and public audience, since they can provide valuable insights into the performance of athletes, which will further assist in deploying attacks and defenses in matches, monitoring physical condition of athletes and so on.
One interesting area is to use approaches in data analytics to analyze the kinetics of athletes in a certain sport, which may include studies on cause of motion, namely forces and torques, human movements with respect to the amount of time taken to carry out the activity and possible interactions between the athletes and their equipments and environments. All of these studies belong to the sports biomechanics research area, which are aiming to prevent injuries and improve performance of athletes. There have been numerous research conducted on sports biomechanics. For instance, (Bartlett, 2007) provides a thorough introduction on sport biomechanics including the geometry of sports movements, forces in sport and how they are related by the law of kinetics and how these are related to the human body in a anatomical way. In (Pohjola, 2014) , the effectiveness of different forces in cross country skiing are evaluated by conducting real measurements. However, most research focuses on explicit analysis from physical and biological points of view, and so far, the data-driven approaches, such as machine learning, haven't been fully explored.
Another interesting topic in data analytics is the flow modeling and prediction. In literature, various studies arise around this area, which include human motion patterns (Ellis et al., 2009) , traffic flow modeling and prediction (Xie et al., 2010) , moving patterns of a swarm of animals (Reece et al., 2011) , and so on. Flow modeling and prediction can be done both on-line with real-time data, for instance the streaming probe data (Herrin, 2010) , or offline with cached/stored data, for instance the recorded data from surveillance cameras (Ellis et al., 2009) . However, to the best of our knowledge, these have never been explored under sport scenario, where a huge amount of positioned trajectories can be available.
Historically, the most widely used machine learning approaches include neural networks (Smith and Demetsky, 1994) , support vector machines (SVM) (Zhang and Xie, 2008) , and Gaussian Processes (GP) (MacKay, 1997; Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) . GP is one important class of kernel-based learning methods. First, it is good at exploring the relationship between a set of variables given a training dataset. Second, GP perfectly fits in the Bayesian framework, which allows for explicit probabilistic interpretation of model outputs. All these advantages make GP a powerful tool to address complex nonlinear regression and classification problems. However, the standard GP is computationally demanding when the dataset is large and its size grows with time. To remedy this drawback, a plethora of low-complex GP algorithms have been proposed over the last decade. Representative solutions include (1) reduced-rank approximations of the covariance matrix (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) and (2) sparse representation of the complete training dataset (Quiñonero Candela and Rasmussen, 2005) and (3) partition of the complete dataset into smaller subsets and fusion of all local GP experts (Shen et al., 2006) , (Deisenroth and Ng, 2015) and (4) stochastic variational inference approximated GP (Titsias, 2009 ) and (5) recursive processing based GP including a grid based algorithm (Huber, 2013 (Huber, , 2014 and a series of state-space model based algorithms . In this paper, we narrow down our focus to the recursive processing based algorithms as they are more attractive for on-line applications.
Contribution
In this work, we apply GP regression for modeling and prediction in a sport use case, but the proposed framework is generic for other use cases with positioned device trajectories and kinetic measurements, for instance, to model the temporal and/or spatial aspects of motions, speed, and data flows. In this work, we have used the data trajectories from the Falun Nordic World Ski Championships 2015 and the Men's cross country relay race, 4 × 10 km. The contribution of the work can be summarized as:
1. A grey-box modeling is proposed to perform force analysis. In a greybox modeling approach, the internal working mechanism of the system is partially known. To be more specific, the force model in this work is formulated by combining the known deterministic motion kinetics with Gaussian processes regression to accounts for the unknown forces in skiing races. The model can be further used to investigate the performance of a specific skier and to study the differences between various skiing techniques. 2. A black-box modeling approach is proposed to model the ground speed. In the black-box modeling approach, the internal working mechanism of the system is completely unknown. In this work, both the standard and a grid based on-line Gaussian process regression (Huber, 2013) are proposed to provide a model specifying the relationships between the speed and position for each individual. For group of individuals, clustering is performed based on a number of features extracted from the training data. 3. Not limited to ski race, the proposed approaches are also applicable to various sport activities, such as track and field, car race, horse race, and so on. This can be utilized both on-line for private coaching/public use with real-time data and off-line for analysis with recorded data in batch.
Paper Organization and Notations
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proposes an approach for force analysis in sports, which combines the kinetics of motion with Gaussian processes. Section 3 introduces a modeling algorithm for positioned user trajectories based on both standard and the grid based on-line GP. Section 4 introduces a novel strategy for clustering skiers based on selected features and the aggregated flow modeling for each cluster. Section 5 provides detailed descriptions of the dataset. Section 6 validates and compares the proposed algorithms in various scenarios with real data. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the work. Throughout this paper, matrices are presented with uppercase letters and vectors with boldface lowercase letters. The operator [·] T stands for vector/matrix transpose and [·] −1 stands for the inverse of a non-singular square matrix. The operator · stands for the Euclidean norm of a vector. N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
Force Analysis for a Single Individual
The effective force applied by an athlete during a sports competition is complex to analyze. With global navigation satellite system (GNSS) trackers on the athlete, it is possible to obtain trajectories with time series of position and velocity estimates. Typically, the vertical position estimate from GNSS is uncertain. Instead, the horizontal position estimate can be used together with ground height information to estimate the vertical position. Based on kinetic relations, it is possible to model the athlete motion with the effective force as unknown. Hence, we propose to combine the information from kinetic models with Gaussian process regression to estimate the latent forces. To be more specific, we propose a generic way for analyzing forces of athletes at certain stages of the competition. We begin by analyzing a cross country skiing scenario, which can be easily extended to other sports with similar moving patterns. In cross country skiing, the skier moves forward by applying forces through poles and skis. In this process, there is also friction from the ice surface and the resistance from air. In order to ease the analysis, we propose the simplified force models as illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2 .
For uphill, there is a propulsive force F going forward, while at the same time, f in Fig. 1 denotes both the friction from ice and the resistance from air, which is opposite to the moving direction. The mass of skier is denoted by m, and g is the gravity of Earth and ϕ is the track incline angle. In Fig. 2 , the force model for downhill is illustrated, where usually there is no propulsive force, but only air resistance and friction from ice (which is denoted by f in Fig. 2) . The skier instead makes use of the gravity mg to move forward with a decline angle of ϕ. The skier has to adjust his/her posture to reduce the air resistance. It should be noted that in a real practice, the forces are more complex than what have been illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2 .
Based on the force models, in what follows, we analyze uphill and downhill scenarios, respectively. Since the forces are changing during different competition stages, the whole track is divided into small segments and we further assume the moving direction, the propulsive forces from a specific skier, air resistance and friction remain the same during each segment. In addition, the time for the skier to finish the segment is measured as ∆t. Hence, according to Newton's law of motion, the change in velocity per time unit in an uphill segment can be formulate as where the mass of skier is usually known and the incline angle ϕ can be computed as the slope of the track is known. The change in velocity per time unit can be denoted as a ∆v ∆t . In modern races, the velocity and position of athletes can be measured at certain fixed time stamps. However, it is typically difficult to measure the propulsive forces, since it comes from both skis and poles. Furthermore, the air resistance and friction on ice are almost impossible to measure, as they depend on many factors, such as the posture of skier, the temperature of ice, and the force from skier that is perpendicular to the track surface. Considering such complexities, we propose to model the resultant force, which is F − f , by a Gaussian process, which is formulated as
where d denotes the distance traveled from the beginning of the track, and it uniquely determines the position of skier when the track is predefined. n r is additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 nr . Hence, the full kinetic is given as
which consists of both the known gravity and the unknown forces. The function r(d) follows a Gaussian process Rasmussen and Williams (2006) 
with mean m r (d) and kernel function
. In order to train the Gaussian process regression model, a set of training dataset is required, which is denoted by
T is given by
where
The parameters θ r can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood function given in (5). The detailed explanations are given in Appendix A. Given a new
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To analyze the downhill segment, as shown in Fig. 2 , the following holds according to the law of motion:
where F r −f is modeled by
and r(d) follows a Gaussian process as given in (4). Then, we follow the same procedure applied to estimate the resultant force for uphill. Instead, the training observations F r,i for i = 1, . . . , N are constructed as F r,i = ∆vi ∆ti m − mg sin ϕ i .
GP Based Flow Modeling and Prediction for a Single Individual
In previous section, we have proposed a grey-box modeling approach for analyzing the forces in, for instance, skiing races. The grey-box modeling approach explores the known kinetic model based on the physical laws and combines it with Gaussian process regression models which are used to account for the unknown forces. It is also possible to perform the modeling of input and output relationship by a black-box approach, where it is not necessary to know explicitly the internal working mechanics. In this section, we propose a blackbox approach to analyze the relationship between the ground speed and the position of an individual skier. Concretely, we estimate the ground speed, v t = v t , for a single skier at a specific position. Since the individual follows a predefined track in this scenario, the position of an individual at time t can be uniquely translated into the distance traveled on the track since the start of the race, denoted by d t herein. With the definitions given above, the following flow model is formulated
where f (· ) is the underlying flow model and n is additive noise, which is assumed to be Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance σ 2 n . The focus of this section is to use GP regression to infer the underlying flow model in (10) and predict the ground speed value at any input d * .
Standard Gaussian Process Regression
In this subsection, the standard Gaussian process (SGP) will be introduced and applied to the problem formulated above. Without specifying the time, the previously defined function f can be approximated by a GP, which is given by
where m(d) = v 0 is the mean function (we assume v 0 = 0 in this work) and
is the covariance/kernel function.
In the training phase, a dataset denoted as,
Considering the additive noise, the joint distribution of the observed ground speed measured at different distances is given by
) can be easily constructed as given in (5). When there comes a novel value of d * , we compute according to (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006 ) the Gaussian posterior probability of a ground speed value at a new d * by
and
T . The SGP deals with the training data in a batch manner. The corresponding computational complexity scales as O(M 3 ) and the memory requirement scales as O(M 2 ). Next, we apply the grid based on-line Gaussian process (OGP) (Huber, 2013) to derive an on-line ground speed model.
Grid Based On-line Gaussian Process Regression
The notations, if not re-defined, will follow those used for the SGP. For simplicity and easier comparison with the SGP, we imagine that the training data arrives one by one in time, namely we have a new data point {d t , v(d t )}, at time instance t = 1, 2, . . . , M .
In grid based on-line GP, a set of gridsd = d 1 ,d 2 , . . . ,d s is introduced to represent some predefined reference distances on track. The corresponding "clean" ground speed (without the additive white Gaussian noise) values at these grids are latent variablesv
For notational brevity in the sequel,v is short forv(d), and its mean and covariance matrix are denoted bym andK, respectively. Our aim is to compute the posterior distribution ofv at any time instance t (t ≥ 1) given the training data
The main steps of the grid based OGP (Huber, 2013) are summarized as follows:
1. Initialization: Set initial mean vector µ g 0 m and the covariance matrix K g 0 K . Compute the inverse ofK and store it for use later on. Here the prior meanm is set to be a vector of all zeros (of size s) and the prior covariance matrix is set to bē
2. Recursive Processing: For each t = 1, 2, . . . , M , do the following computations:
After the recursive processing through (14a)-(14f), we have
3. Prediction: At the end of the training phase, namely t = M assumed in this specific example, the posterior distribution of a noisy speed observation v(d * ) at a novel input position d * , given S and S g , can be approximated by
The detailed derivations of (14a)-(14f) can be found in (Huber, 2013) and the derivations of (17a) and (17b) Apart form the reduced computational complexity, there are several other benefits of using OGP as compared to the SGP. For instance, model fitting can be performed in parallel to measurement collection, and we can stop collecting more data when the posterior distribution of ground speed at the predefined grids converges. To summarize, OGP is more flexible to use and more adaptive to new arrival data. While if the underlying model is time invariant and the computational cost is secondary, the SGP using all available training data for both hyper-parameter optimization and prediction will intuitively give the best modeling results.
Kernel Selection
Kernel function is a key component of GP, as it encodes the assumptions about the function which we wish to learn. The kernel function reflects the similarity between data points (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) . In this subsection, the selection of different kernels will be discussed. One classic kernel function is the Squared Exponential (SE) kernel, defined by
s is the variance of the function and l d is the length scale which determines how rapidly the function varies with d. The SE kernel is considered as the most widely used kernel. However, it implies a stationary model which forbids structured extrapolation (Klenske et al., 2016) . In some specific cases, this kernel function may show poor performance in prediction, for instance, in sport races where there is periodic pattern over laps. Considering this, it is more appropriate to adopt a periodic kernel which can reflect the similarities between different laps. However, strict periodicity is too rigid, because there may be some deviations in each lap (e.g., due to the strength loss of the individual, strategies used in competition, etc). Hence, we adopt a local periodic (LP) kernel, which is a product of an SE kernel and a periodic kernel:
where l p is the length scale of the periodic kernel and λ is the period-length. This kernel considers two inputs are similar if they are similar under both the SE and the periodic kernels. If l d ≫ λ, this allows encoding a decay in the covariance over several oscillations (Klenske et al., 2016) . The key benefits of this kernel is that it outperforms SE kernel in prediction when the distance from the data is increasing as illustrated in (Klenske et al., 2016, Fig. 4 ).
Lastly, we note that the LP kernel in (18) is not necessary optimal in our application, but as will be shown in our simulations it gives very good modeling and prediction results. Interested readers can refer (Duvenaud et al., 2013; Wilson and Adams, 2013; Yin et al., 2018) for strategies for selecting an optimal kernel from the training data.
Hyperparameters Determination
Given the SGP model and the kernel in 3.1 and 3.3 respectively, the hyperparameters to be calibrated are
The likelihood function of the observed ground speed with respect to the hyperparameters θ can be written as follows:
Here, the maximum-likelihood estimate (MLE),θ, is derived. Details are given in Appendix A.
In the OGP, we assumed that the parameters θ are known before the recursive process starts. This can be the case when some historical/expert knowledge is available or a small set of the training data can be used to train the parameters like we did for the SGP. Huber demonstrated in (Huber, 2014) that these parameters can be learned on-line as well.
Aggregated Flow Modeling And Prediction for Multiple Individuals
In this section, we investigate aggregated flow modeling and prediction for multiple individuals that are clustered. The classic way of clustering data sequences is to extract some common features from the data sequences and then perform K-means algorithm or expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Bishop, 2006) based upon some distance metric. Principle component analysis (Bishop, 2006) can be used to reduce the dimension of the feature space before running the K-means or EM algorithm. The drawback of these classic methods is that the number of clusters need to be prescribed before we conduct clustering. A more sophisticated way is to combine the Dirichlet process with Gaussian processes in a Bayesian framework, which is capable of modeling an infinite number mixture stochastic processes (see for instance (Hensman et al., 2015) ). One example of sequence clustering will be given in Section 6.3.
Flow Modeling and Prediction for Multiple Individuals
The data of all individuals in the same cluster will be aggregated to form a new dataset, denoted as
The ground speed will be modeled as a function of the distance on track plus some noise terms:
where n w is an additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 n , and n c is an additive correlated Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 c . However, n c at two positions, namely d and d ′ , is assumed to be correlate, accounting for the interactive effects between individuals. The kernel function is selected as
. Compared to the flow model for an individual, the correlations between individuals in one cluster are important since their performance may affect each other during the competition. Such effects can be considered as correlated noise and thus be modeled as given in (20). Let h(d) be a GP with the mean function m(d) and the kernel function
), the joint distribution of observations is given by
. Correspondingly, the posterior probability of an observed ground speed value v * at a novel input d * is given by
Similarly, the MLE method is applied to train the hyperparametersθ c , and more details are given in Appendix A. Fig. 3 Map of two tracks.
Data Description
The data used in this work was gathered during the men's 4 × 10 kilometers relay race in the 2015 Nordic World Ski Championships, Falun, Sweden. The dataset contains primarily the longitude, latitude, distance on track, ground speed and sampling time instances for 56 individuals from 17 national teams.
The individuals who did not finish the competition have been excluded from the dataset. The data was conducted regularly at a frequency of 1 Hz. A distance on track is essentially calculated by R TrackingMaster from the longitude and latitude of a skier obtained from global positioning system (GPS). R TrackingMaster is a software developed by Swiss Timing to receive raw GPS data from GPS modules and to convert the raw GPS data into data related to the course. The positioning uncertainty of GPS in a wide open outdoor environment can be as low as 5 meters, hence is ignored in our work. The individuals compete on track 1 for relay 1 and 2, while on track 2 for relay 3 and 4. The two tracks are illustrated in Fig. 3 with their coordinates expressed using the World Geodetic System (WGS). Each track is 2.5 kilometers in length. In each relay, an individual has to finish 10 kilometers on one track (i.e., 4 laps). The length of data is different due to the various finishing time between individuals. It should be noted that on track 1, skiers are applying the classic style, while on track 2 they use skating style.
Altitude maps, see for instance Fig.4 (a) and 4(b), are readily available before the race. For individual force analysis, we apply the approach to the killer hill (i.e., highlighted with red color) and steepest downhill segments (i.e., highlighted with green color). For flow model of multiple individuals, the data of each individual is first segmented. Then, the data segments in the killer hill and steepest downhill segments are extracted. In the same relay, data from each segment is aggregated over all individuals to be used for group clustering and flow modeling.
Results
Force Analysis
In this section, we investigate the relationship between performance and behavior of individual skiers. It is based on the force analysis introduced in Section 2. The force analysis is done for both the killer hill and the steepest downhill segments of two tracks. First of all, the estimated forces on track 1, the killer hill segment, are plotted in Fig. 5 to 7, with each figure representing i.e., one skier. Fig. 8 to 10 depict the estimated forces at the steepest downhill segment. It is noted that for the steepest downhill segment, most parts are declining areas, while there are some small areas that are either inclining or rather flat. In addition, positive forces in the plots indicate resultant forces are acting in alignment with the moving direction, while the negative ones indicate the resultant forces are acting opposite to the moving direction. In total, we compare the forces on From all the plots for track 1, where classic style is applied, we have the following observations: (I) Skier A and B have stronger forces on average at the killer hill segment and hence outperform skier C;(II) Larger forces/frictions are estimated at sharper slopes, for instance, between 1100 to 1200 meters at killer hill and around 1600 and 1700 meters at steepest downhill;(III) Different strategies were applied, for instance, skier A has larger forces in lap 1 and 4, where skier B has larger forces in lap 2 and 3, and skier C has almost evenly distributed forces for all 4 laps. To further verify the observations, histograms of the estimated resultant forces for two segments are shown in Fig. 11 and 12. Due to space limitation, we only show the comparison between individual A and B, who were competing with each other. It can be observed that for the killer hill, skier A and B distribute forces differently over 4 laps. At the steepest down hill, individual B experience larger negative forces, especially for lap 1, 2 and 4. It should be noted that individual B has much larger weight than individual A, which may result in higher friction when declining. Similarly, the estimated resultant forces are evaluated on track 2, which are illustrated in Fig. 13 to 18 for both a killer hill and a steepest downhill segment, Fig. 19 and 20. It can be observed that for the killer hill, individual D has larger positive forces than E (especially in lap 4, where individual D performed an overtaking of individual E). It is also noted that the higher the weight is (e.g., individual D is heavier than E, and individual F is the lightest), the larger friction the individual will experience when declining (e.g, see Fig. 16 to 18 between 1900 and 2000 meters). Compared with forces on track 1, where the classic style is applied, the forces are much smaller on track 2, this is probably due to the fact that different skiing technique (i.e., skating style) is used. It is also worth mention that for the steepest downhill segment, the forces almost have a uniform distribution between −100 and 100 Newton on track 2.
Individual Flow Model and Prediction
The ground speed versus distance on track for one specific individual is depicted in Fig. 21 . The speed in four laps shows a periodic pattern, while difference can also be observed between different laps. For instance, better performance in lap 4 has been observed, when the individual sprint for the last lap. In order to evaluate the goodness of fit and compare the predictions made by different models, the data from the first three laps are used for training and the data from the last lap is used for validation. The results for the SGP and the OGP with different kernels have been shown in Fig. 21 and 22 , respectively. For the OGP in Fig. 22 , s = 500 grid points are uniformly selected within the race distance, i.e., 10 kilometers.
From Fig. 21 and 22, we can see that both GPs provide good fit for the training data. Both SGP and OGP give good performance in prediction using the LP kernel. We can also see that the OGP with s = 500 shows similar performance as the SGP with training data of size M = 1219. For further comparisons between the two GPs, see for instance Zhao et al. (2016) . The mean predictive standard deviation for the speed difference between two consecutive time instants (i.e., ∆v = v t − v t−1 ) is compared in Table 1 , where the comparison is for skier E, in the killer hill segments for all 4 laps. For the black-box approach for individual skier, we compute the predictive variance for v t and v t−1 , namely,σ 2 (d t ), andσ 2 (d t−1 ) according to (12b). The predictive variance for the speed difference is computed as σ 
Similarly, the mean of the standard deviation σ ∆v during the killer hill segment is registered in Table 1 . From the comparison, we have observed larger predictive standard deviation for the black-box approach. This may due to the fact that in black-box approach, the model is completely unknown, which leads to larger ambiguity in the prediction. described in (Zhao et al., 2016, Section V.B) . The number of clusters is N k = 2 in this evaluation. After clustering, the data of individuals in the same cluster are aggregated and the GP model is applied to the aggregated data as proposed in Section 4.1. The flow models for relay 1 on track 1 are illustrated in Fig. 23 to 26. Due to space limitation, we only show the results for lap 1 and 4. Besides, the segments for individuals who perform worse (i.e., individual A) and better (i.e., individual B) in the whole competition are also plotted. In the killer hill, there is no significant difference between two clusters in lap 1. However, the differences between two clusters become more distinct in lap 4. This is reasonable since at the beginning of the race, all individuals may move in one cluster with similar speed. In the final stage, the difference is larger since some individuals may sprint and some may fall behind due to exhaustion. In the steepest downhill, the two clusters perform quite similarly in all laps so that one cluster is enough to model all individuals. In addition, the variance of the model becomes larger from lap 1 to 4. It indicates that in the steepest downhill segment, all individuals have quite uniform speed at the beginning of the race. As the race progresses, the speed of different skiers varies. Besides, it is observed that individuals that outperform in the killer hill have better final results in the whole competition (e.g., individual B, especially in lap 4, has outperformed others in cluster 2). The individuals that perform worse in the killer hill have worse final results (e.g., individual A, especially in lap 4, has much worse performance than others in cluster 1). This indicates that the performance in the killer hill is a more crucial factor than the steepest downhill in determining the final results. Fig. 27 and 28 show a comparison between the flow models for lap 1 and 4 in both killer hill and steepest downhill segments. In the killer hill, all individuals almost maintain similar speed in lap 4 as in lap 1. However, for the steepest downhill, the average speed of all individuals are lower in lap 4 than in lap 1. It is probably due to different track conditions (e.g., weather condition) in lap 1 and 4. In lap 4, there may be more protrusions on the track than in lap 1 (i.e., the track is less smooth in lap 4). Hence, the performance on the steepest downhill is greatly affected in lap 4, while for the killer hill, the performance is mainly determined by the slope of the track.
Discussions on Grey-box and Black-box Modeling
So far we have shown the results for both the grey-box and black-box modeling approach. It is clear to see that the grey-box approach explores the partially known physical models, and the unknown part in the model are formulated by Gaussian process. In the black-box modeling approach, the model appears as random function and it can be trained based on the training inputs and outputs. We further compute and compare the predictive variance for the ground speed difference ∆v = v t+1 − v t for both approaches. The grey-box approach yields smaller predictive variance on average. This is due to the fact that part of the model is deterministically known in grey-box approach. Hence, the ambiguity in the model is reduced. In the black-box approach, the model is completely unknown and random, which leads to larger uncertainty in prediction.
Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed a grey-box modeling approach for force analysis in skiing races. By analyzing the forces for different skiers, we conclude that they apply different strategies over multiple laps. For instance, skier A exerts larger forces in lap 1 and 4, where skier B exerts larger forces in lap 2 and 3, and skier C has almost evenly distributed forces for all 4 laps. Skiers having better performance are good at maintaining propulsive force at inclining area, while the declining performance is mainly determined by the friction on ice and air resistance, and larger weights lead to larger negative forces when declining. In addition, skiers having better performance are good at maintaining propulsive force at inclining area, while the declining performance is mainly determined by the friction on ice and air resistance. Besides, a black-box modeling approach using Gaussian process has been proposed for flow modeling. Both the standard GP and a grid based on-line GP with the local periodic kernel manifest to be powerful in modeling and predicting the performance of individuals. In particular, the grid based on-line GP reduces the computational complexity greatly while maintains similar performance. Moreover, on-line GP is more appropriate for real-time analytics where data come in sequentially. Then, clustering of individuals are performed based on the killer hill and steepest downhill segments. Moreover, the aggregated flow models for clusters of individuals have been developed and the results reveal that the individuals may behave differently in the killer hill, while follow a similar flow model in the steepest downhill.
Finally, by comparing the two approaches, the grey-box approach is preferred given the real physical model is partially known, since it leads to reduced predictive variance. The black-box modeling approach, compared with the grey-box approach, is simpler and suitable when the relationship between the input and output are not clearly presented. 
